
Chapter -2  

Uses of plants  

SECTION -A  

A .Oral Questions : 

1.I  am eating a turnip . Which part of the plant  

am I eating ? 

Ans -I am eating a turnip I will eat  

The roots of the plant . 

2.What are edible oils ? 

Ans- oil used for cooking are Called  

Edible oils . 

B.Quiz   

1. Name two spices . 

Ans- Chillies, cloves . 

2. Name the two  fibres we get from plants . 

Ans- we get cotton and jute from  

Plants . 

Tick (✓) the correct answers . 

1.we make chapatis from  

(a) wheat flour (✓) (b) pulses (   )  

(C) spices (   ) 

2. We eat leaves of the  

(a) Carrot (   ) (b) cabbage (✓)  

(c ) ginger (.  )  

SECTION -B 

A.Tick (✓) the correct answers . 

1. The part of the radish we eat is  

Its  



(a)  Root (✓)  

(b) Leaves ( )  

(c) Fruit (   )  

2.Sacks and mats are made  

From  

( a) bamboo (.   )  

( b) spices (.    ) 

( c) jute    ( ✓)  

 

B.Complete the sentences with the 

Help of words given below . 

Onion ,tulsi , spices, edible, 

Bamboo  

1 . The juice of tulsi  leaves is used  

To cure cold and cough . 

2 . onion is an underground stem  

That we eat . 

3 .we get paper from the bamboo  

Plant . 

4.Oils used for cooking are called  

Edible oils . 

5. We add spices to make our food  

Tasty . 

(C ) Answer the following questions. 

1.How are the acacia tree and  

Rose  plant useful to us ? 

Ans- Gum is made from the juice of the acacia tree .we get perfumes from some sweet smelling flowers . 

 

2.  Name any two plants each,  of which we eat . 



(a) seeds -  ground nut , mustard b) roots -   Carrot ,Radish    

c) leaves -. Spinach, Cabbage . 

(d) fruits -Mango , Banana . 

3. Name one plant each , from  

Which we obtain  

(a) Oil  -     sunflower  

(b) Spices -   pepper  

(C)  Medicines  - Tulsi  

(d) wood. -.    Trees  

D.Match Correctly  

1.Sugar -   Sugar cane  

2. Oil    -   mustard  

3. Chocolates-   cocoa  

4.jute             -   plant  

Value Corner 

Shalu enjoys fruits like guavas  

And mangoes .she always washes  

Them  well in fresh water before  

Eating them . what do you learn  

From shalu ? 

(a ) care for fruits (.    )  

( b) hygiene (. ✓)  

( C) hard work .(    )    

 


